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***Ace the Phlebotomy Exam and Get the Results You Deserve*** The Phlebotomy Exam is a

challenging test and your results can make a huge difference when it comes to your future. If you do

well on the exam, it can open doors and lead to wonderful opportunities. If you do poorly on the

exam, you will find yourself with a lot fewer options. You may have to put your plans for the future

on hold, or even give up on them altogether. Preparing for your exam with our Phlebotomy Exam

Flashcard Study System can help you avoid this fate and give you a big advantage when you sit

down to take the test. Thousands of satisfied customers have relied on Mometrix Flashcards to help

them pass their exam, and now you can too. When you study with these flashcards, you'll get an

in-depth review of each section on the Phlebotomy Exam. The Anatomy/Physiology section covers: 

Muscular System  Reproduction System  Digestive System  Endocrine System  Nervous System

The Medical Terminology section covers:  Prefixes  Suffixes  Word roots  Abbreviations The Legal

Issues section covers:  Patient consent  Patient rights  Agencies The Infection Control and Safety

Issues section covers:  Hepatitis  Fire safety  Protective clothing  OSHA The Equipment, Additives

and Orders section covers:  Needle selection  Order of draw  Disinfectants and antiseptics 

Tourniquets  Heparin  The Collection Procedures section covers:  Initiating patient contact  Advising

patients  Sleeping patients  Patient identification  Patient issues  Pediatric collection  Ethics...and

much more! We believe in delivering lots of value for your money, so the Phlebotomy Exam

Flashcard Study System is packed with the critical information you'll need to master in order to ace

the Phlebotomy Exam. Study after study has shown that spaced repetition is the most effective form

of learning, and nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fast.

Phlebotomy Exam Flashcard Study System uses repetitive methods of study to teach you how to

break apart and quickly solve difficult test questions on the test. Our flashcards enable you to study

small, digestible bits of information that are easy to learn and give you exposure to the different

question types and concepts. With our flashcards, you'll be able to study anywhere, whenever you

have a few free minutes of time. Our company has helped thousands of people achieve their

education goals. Phlebotomy Exam Flashcard Study System can help you get the results you

deserve.
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If youâ€™re getting ready for this test, you might feel like if you organize the material, youâ€™ll be

able to study more efficiently. If you use these flash cards, you wonâ€™t have to do any of the prep

work before you study. All you have to do is use the cards and youâ€™ll be set. The cards have all

of the information on them that you need and you can have the details you need right in front of you.

The cards are easy to carry around with you anywhere so you donâ€™t have to take heavy books

and notes around when you want to study. You can also easily quiz yourself any time you want to

see how youâ€™re doing.

As a student of Phlebotomy, this was a totally new area of study for me. The medical world is filled

with a whole new language with words that were so unfamiliar to me. You have to do allot of

reading, studying and memorization. The Flash Card study system has always worked for me and

that is why I purchased the Flash Card System set. The information provided is very helpful. To

make it work, you do have to be faithful to it. You do have to read and re-read throughout. But after

doing so, it really helped me in learning this new field. It is helpful if you are able to have someone

do the cards with you, but you are able to succeed on your own if that is your only option.

Memorization is the key and by utilizing the Flash Card System regularly, you will achieve your

objective. If you want to pass your license test, do yourself a favor and use this Flash Card System.

All the information you will need and more is included.

The flashcard study system for the Phlebotomy exam is a great way to get the most study time in for

the exam. Other flashcard systems just give you a one sentence answer that doesn't have any real

substance. But these provide detailed responses so you can be sure that you are answering



correctly and not mixing up definitions or related subjects. They are written clearly and you can

pretty much take them anywhere with you. That increases the amount of time you can actually study

for the test and the more you study the more confident you'll feel about taking it.

Flashcards, an age old memory trick tool. When you use flashcards, you build on the art of

repetition. When you see or hear things repetitively, they will slowly sink in. That's what you can do

with this set of flashcards. Review the cards individually and allow the information to slowly sink in.In

this set of flashcards, you will be reviewing the different concepts of anatomy/physiology, medical

terminology, quality assurance and legal issues, infection control and safety issues, equipment,

additives, and orders, collection procedures, non-blood collection, specimen processing, and a

miscellaneous section. These flashcards also have some practice test questions presented in

flashcard form.Some physical features of the flashcards are full diagrams of the bodyâ€™s anatomy,

organs of the body and tools that are used in phlebotomy procedures. All of the diagrams and

models are in color, so that is a plus. There are also boldfaced, large print font to help to separate

your subject headings.There are quite a few flashcards in this system but you can easily maneuver

through them if you follow the subject headings and look for areas that you may have more

weaknesses in. There is a lot of information on each card for you to review but it doesnâ€™t

overwhelm the cards and there is still room for you to make additional notes.There is a saying,

â€œthe more you know the further you go.â€• There is much to â€œknowâ€• in this field and now you

will with your trusty set of phlebotomy flashcards.

I purchased this study system to keep myself updated on all material as I have not applied for a job

at this time but am a certified and licensed Phlebotomy technician. I totally recommend this system

to anyone who is in need of this system.

great thank you

I ordered the Phlebotomy flash cards, received these today - earlier than expected, along with the

Phlebotomy exam study guide. First inspection of the flash cards is very pleasing. I randomly

selected card sheets (like the way they are delivered (8.5 x 11" card stock) and am pleased with the

detailed, "lay language" front/back layout and will begin preparing for my finals and national exam. I

was especially pleased that the price was at least 50% less than purchasing through a book store

(national retail and/or local college bookstore).I chose the flash cards for the obvious reason,



portability, quick reference, reinforcement of what I know and what I need to learn. I've shared the

availability of flash cards with others and suggested they purchase as I did since they are very

"budget friendly"... This time we get both quality and quantity for the best investment.

I liked a short version of everything I need to review for exam and it is easy to carry with you

everywhere, so whenever get a chance you can review them. The answers are in so detail which

gives us more understanding of certain terms . I love it and I highly recommend it to others!!!
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